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1.MAE (Multi Asset Enhance) 
Forex | Shares CFDs | Crypto CFDs | Metals | Energies | Indices

Unlock a World of Trading Opportunities

MAE offers investors and traders access to various asset classes, including forex, bonds, commodities, equities, ETFs, derivatives, and 
cryptocurrencies. Our comprehensive "pack" of financial tools opens up new possibilities for maximizing your investment potential.

Margin Trading: Seasoned 
traders can leverage 
margin trading to open 
positions with increased 
profit opportunities. With 
margin trading, you can 
amplify your potential 
returns, accessing lucrative 
trades previously out of 
reach.

Crypto Margin Trading: 
While traditionally more 
common in Forex markets, 
margin trading has gained 
popularity among crypto 
traders. Despite the higher 
volatility of cryptocurren�
cies, leveraging margin 
trading offers attractive 
profit potential, similar to 
other asset classes.

Understanding Margin and 
Leverage: Margin represents the 
capital invested proportionally to 
the total position held, amplified 
by leverage. For example, with 
200x leverage and a $200 account 
balance, a position of $20,000 is 
attainable with a mere 1% margin. 
This multiplier effect magnifies 
profits, making it a rewarding 
strategy with minimal risk 
exposure.

Limited Risk: It's important to 
note that losses are not multiplied 
by leverage. The maximum loss is 
limited to the initial investment 
before applying leverage.

Key Features



1.MAE (Multi Asset Enhance) 
Unlock a World of Trading Opportunities

Unlock a world of trading opportunities with MAE. Leverage the power of margin trading across various asset classes 
and enhance your profit potential. Take control of your investments and embark on a rewarding trading journey Today. 

Maximizing your investment potential.
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1.MAE (Multi Asset Enhance)
Type of Accounts 

Spread
Max Order (MT4)
Max Lot Per Trade
Expert Advisor
Swap Free
Instruments

Minimum Depo 
Contract Size
Base Currency
Leverage

Trading Fees

Margin Call
Stop Out

Hedging
100%

38%

CURRENCIES, 
METALS, CRYPTO,

 INDICES, ENERGIES

10 USD

100,000

USD

1:100, 1:200, 1:500

NO

2�7 pips

500

50

1. Standard Account   

Spread
Max Order (MT4)
Max Lot Per Trade
Expert Advisor
Swap Free
Instruments

Minimum Depo 
Contract Size
Base Currency
Leverage

Trading Fees

Margin Call
Stop Out

Hedging
100%

38%

CURRENCIES, 
METALS, CRYPTO,

 INDICES, ENERGIES

100 USD

100,000

USD

1:20, 1:50, 1:100

0.03% � 0.07%

0�3 pips

200

50

2.ECN Account  

Spread
Max Order (MT4)
Max Lot Per Trade
Expert Advisor
Swap Free
Instruments

Minimum Depo 
Contract Size
Base Currency
Leverage

Trading Fees

Margin Call
Stop Out

Hedging
100%

38%

CURRENCIES, 
METALS, CRYPTO,

 INDICES, ENERGIES

3. CENT Account
10 USD

100,000

USD

1:100, 1:200, 1:500

NO

2�7 pips

200

50

Harimau Mint reserves the right to adjust the fees, spreads and leverage at any time in accordance with our Terms & Conditions. 



1.MAE (Multi Asset Enhance)
Introducing Broker (IB): Earn, Educate, Succeed

Join our lucrative Introducing Broker (IB) program and unlock the potential to earn additional income by referring clients to our multi�asset 
trading platform. As an IB, you'll receive a commission based on the Metal, Forex, and Crypto trading lot volume and orders executed by 

your referrals, including those within your network.

Members�Get�Members: Build your own network of traders and earn a 
percentage of the commission generated by your referred clients based on 
their trading volume. Expand your earning potential further by referring 
other IBs and creating a network of referrals within your hierarchy.

Income and Education: As an IB, not only will you earn extra income, 
but you'll also have the opportunity to educate and guide your group 
of traders. Our platform offers diverse trading options and valuable 
educational resources to help you and your referrals succeed.

Advanced Reporting and Client Management: Track and manage your referrals' 
progress effortlessly with our advanced reporting and client management tools. 
Stay informed about their activities and provide tailored support as needed.

Clients Network

Broker

Commision

Revenue Sharing

New Clients



1.MAE (Multi Asset Enhance)
Introducing Broker (IB): Earn, Educate, Succeed

Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Standard Account

ECN Account

Cent Account

15%
Rev. Share

2%
Rev. Share

15%
Rev. Share

10%
Rev. Share

8%
Rev. Share

15%
Rev. Share

2%
Rev. Share

15%
Rev. Share

10%
Rev. Share

8%
Rev. Share

15%
Rev. Share

2%
Rev. Share

15%
Rev. Share

10%
Rev. Share 8%

Rev. Share

Harimau Mint reserves the right to adjust the fees, revenue shares,
spreads, leverage & bonus at any time in accordance with our Terms & Conditions. 



COPY TRADING
1.MAE (Multi Asset Enhance) 

Unlock a World of Trading Opportunities
How to Become Master Trader
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06Gain Profits From
 Being Copied

Network

Flexibility

Monitor Your
 Followers

Diversify
 Strategy

Accessible
 Investing for All

Transparent Result
  and Performance

Diversify your
 portfolio

Enjoy fast order
 execution

One�Click

How to Become Subscriber / Copier

100% Control 

Easy to Subscribe



COPY TRADING
1.MAE (Multi Asset Enhance) 

Investor Account

Profit

Orders

Commission 
Accounts

Master Trader 
Account



2.Gold project
Physical Gold | DGSA | DGCA | DGAE

Physical Gold Investment Options
Invest confidently in physical gold through our wide range of high�quality gold bars and coins. Our offerings cater to various investment 

needs, providing flexibility and peace of mind.

Choose from a diverse selection of gold bars and coins crafted from pure, 24�karat 
gold. Available in sizes ranging from 0.1 grams to 1000 grams, our products meet 
the highest standards of authenticity and quality. Each item proudly bears our 
company's stamp of approval and comes sealed in tamper�proof packaging.

Our gold bars and coins are suitable for both investors and collectors. Easily stored and 
transported, they can be readily converted into cash when needed. Smaller denomina�
tions of 0.1 and 1 gram offer entry�level investment opportunities, while 100�gram and 
1000�gram options accommodate those seeking more significant investments.

By adding physical gold to your investment portfolio, you acquire a tangible 
asset that provides stability and protection. Hold your wealth in your hands and 
safeguard your financial future.

We take pride in the quality of our products and prioritize customer satisfac�
tion. Our gold bars and coins are hallmarked, certified, and authenticated, 
ensuring purity and weight accuracy. Trust us to deliver the finest products as 
you secure your financial future.

Our Physical Gold

Investment and 
Collection

Portfolio 
Diversification

Quality 
Assurance



We take great pride in the quality of our products and are committed to providing our customers  with the highest level of service.
Our gold bars and coins are hallmarked, certified and authenticated to ensure their purity and weight.

 Trust us to provide you with the best products to secure your financial future.

Physical Gold | DGSA | DGCA | DGAE
Physical Gold Investment Options

2.Gold project

Type : Gold Coin

WEIGHT (gram)

0.1

1

1 Dinar

8

16

18

999.9

999.9

999.9

Size (mm) Purity

Type : Gold Bar

WEIGHT (gram) Size (mm) Purity

15.8 x 26.5

1 8.9 x 14.7

10

100 26 x 44

999.9

999.9

999.9



Physical Gold | DGSA | DGCA | DGAE

DGSA(Digital Gold Saving Account)
Revolutionize Your Gold Investment 

2.Gold project

Invest in gold like never before with DGSA, a cost�effective and accessible way to own fractional amounts of this precious metal. 
Experience the convenience of digital gold, offering easy storage, real�time trading, and secure investment.

100% Backed by The 
Vault: 

DGSA is backed and 
verified in The Vault®, 

providing transparency 
and security. Our reserve 
exceeds 100% of the Gram 

Total Supply issued, 
ensuring the safety of your 

investment.

Real�Time Trading: 
Buy and sell digital 
gold at the current 

market value, maxi�
mizing opportunities 
presented by market 

movements.

Accessible for All 
Budgets: 

DGSA accommodates 
all budgets, enabling 

anyone to invest in gold 
without limitations.

Portfolio Diversifica�
tion and Inflation 

Protection: 
Enjoy the benefits of 

gold ownership, such as 
diversifying your portfo�

lio and safeguarding 
against inflation, with�

out needing physical 
storage or maintenance.

Key Features



DGCA offers a seamless online gold pawn account, providing convenient access to the value of your digital gold. Request up to 80% of the 
"HMG buy" gold value from your Digital Gold Storage Account (DGSA) or withdraw in any crypto asset you choose, directly converting it to 

cash or fiat money. This flexibility allows you to explore new investment opportunities while retaining ownership of your gold.

Physical Gold | DGSA | DGCA | DGAE

DGCA(Digital Gold Convert Account)
Revolutionize Your Gold Investment 

2.Gold project

Convenient Access to 
Value: 

DGCA enables you to 
access up to 80% of the 

value of your digital gold, 
providing liquidity without 
selling your precious asset.

Expand Investment 
Opportunities: 

Use the withdrawn funds to 
invest in a wide range of 

products without selling your 
gold, maximizing your 
investment potential.

Security and Simplicity: 
Enjoy a secure and 

straightforward process 
to access the value of your 

digital gold, ensuring a 
hassle�free experience.

Portfolio Diversification 
and Inflation Hedge: 

Benefit from owning digital 
gold, diversifying your 

portfolio, and safeguarding 
against inflation while 

accessing the value of your 
investment.

Leverage the value of your digital gold holdings with DGCA. Experience the convenience, flexibility, and wealth�building potential 
of digital gold investment.



Physical Gold | DGSA | DGCA | DGAE

DGAE(Digital Gold Saving Account):
Revolutionize Your Gold Investment 

2.Gold project

DGAE is a groundbreaking product that offers leveraged gold trading, providing the opportunity to amplify your investment returns. With 
DGAE, you can control a more significant position, leveraging up to 10 times the capital invested.

Maximize your gold investment returns with DGAE. Gain increased market exposure and control over a more prominent 
position. Understand the risks and product operation before investing wisely. Unleash the potential of DGAE for enhanced 

gold investments.

It's important to note that trading with leverage also carries increased 
risk, including the potential for losses exceeding the initial investment. 
Understand the market and product thoroughly before engaging in lever�
aged trading.

DGAE allows you to take advantage of gold price movements 
by going long. The product employs gold contracts or CFDs as 
the underlying asset, offering flexibility and convenience in 
gold trading.

Risk Considerations

Seizing Gold Market Movements

DGAE empowers investors to enhance their returns by trading gold with 
leverage, capitalizing on market opportunities

Increased Investment Potential



3.BLOCKCHAIN� HMPAY 
(Merchant & Payment Gateway)

Our platform now accepts a wide range of native coins, including BTC, ETH, BNB, Ripple, Litecoin, and many more. Seamlessly process transactions with 
these leading cryptocurrencies, ensuring fast and secure payments.

In addition, we are thrilled to introduce the integration of CBFI and BDDK/EDDK tokens, which offer a range of exciting benefits that enhance your 
investment experience on our platform.

Native Coin 
Acceptance: 
Transact effortlessly 
with cryptocurrencies 
like BTC, ETH, BNB, 
Ripple, Litecoin, and 
more. Robust Security: Rest 

assured with our 
advanced security 
measures and 
encryption protocols.

Future�Proofing: Stay ahead in 
the rapidly evolving digital 
landscape by embracing native 
coins and cutting�edge tokens.

Real�time Monitoring 
and Reporting: Stay 
informed with 
comprehensive 
reporting and 
real�time insights into 
your portfolio.

Expanded Investment 
Options: Explore 
innovative features, 
including decentralized 
applications, mobile 
wallets, smart contracts, 
and cross�chain 
compatibility.

Seamless Processing: 
Experience smooth and 
secure transactions 
powered by blockchain 
technology.



3.BLOCKCHAIN� HMPAY 
(Merchant & Payment Gateway)

Customer initiates
 invoice creation

HMPay 
generates address

Transaction is credited 
by HMPay

Customer sends
the payment

Transaction 
is confirmed



4.NFT Marketplace
CITYSCAPE LIFESTYLE

CityScape International collaborates with us to introduce an NFT Marketplace that revolutionizes real estate investment. 
Utilizing blockchain technology, NFTs represent ownership of real�world properties in digital token form. Fractional tokeni�

zation allows properties to be divided into smaller shares, enabling broader access to investment opportunities.



4.NFT Marketplace
CITYSCAPE LIFESTYLE

Accessibility

Unique ownership

DecentralizedLiquidity

Transparency

Automation

07

06

05
04

03

02

01Fractional tokenization 
makes real estate investment 
accessible to a broader 
audience by allowing the 
purchase of fractional shares 
instead of the entire property. 
This empowers small investors 
to participate in the real 
estate market.

NFTs offer high liquidity, 
facilitating ease of buying, 
selling, and trading on 
various platforms. Investors 
can quickly liquidate their 
investments when desired.

Blockchain technology ensures 
transparent and immutable records 
of ownership and transactions, 
fostering trust and reducing fraud 
in the real estate market.

Smart contracts automate revenue 
distribution and property management 
decisions, reducing costs and enhancing 
efficiency.

NFTs represent unique digital assets, 
securing ownership records and 
preventing fraud.

NFTs can be bought, sold, 
and traded globally on 
decentralized platforms.

Tokenization reduces costs 
associated with buying, 
selling, and managing 
properties, making real 
estate investment more 
cost�effective.

Benefits:

Cost�effective



4.NFT Marketplace
CITYSCAPE LIFESTYLE

Collaboration:

Cost�effective

We have partnered with CityScape International, a renowned real estate development company based 
in Bangladesh. Their expertise in residential and commercial projects, coupled with their commitment to utilizing 

modern green technologies, ensures exceptional quality. 

With successful ventures in apartments, shopping malls, and commercial buildings in Bangladesh and expansion plans 
in Dubai, London, and Indonesia, we are united in enhancing property development and achieving mutual growth. 

Experience the future of real estate investment through our innovative NFT Marketplace in 
collaboration with CityScape International.



Contact Us

Follow us on
 Social Media

facebook.com/harimaumintcapital

twitter.com/HarimauMint

instagram.com/harimaumintcapital

youtube.com/@harimaumintcapital

Headquarters

Digital Contacts
Web: www.harimaumint.com

Email: support@harimaumint.com

Level 18, 40 Bank Street, 

London, United Kingdom, E14 


